On the stability of messenger RNA and ribosomal RNA in the brains of control human subjects and patients with Alzheimer's disease.
The levels of the mRNAs encoding the G protein subunits GS alpha, G beta 1, and G beta 2 were measured by northern blotting in the frontal cortex and hippocampus of control subjects and of patients with a clinical and histopathological diagnosis of dementia of the Alzheimer type (DAT). There was no significant difference, in either brain region, between the control and DAT groups for any of the G protein mRNAs measured. The degree of intersubject variability was very high, e.g., GS alpha mRNA in the frontal cortex (mean optical density +/- SD) was 405 +/- 342 in the control group versus 305 +/- 207 in the DAT group. The extent of generalised RNA degradation was assessed by detecting the breakdown products of 28S rRNA. RNA degradation was present in tissue samples from every human subject studied. The extent of 28S rRNA degradation in each subject was found to be related to the levels of G protein mRNA detected. The degree of RNA degradation in human subjects was found to be very variable and unaffected by the presence of DAT. RNA degradation correlated poorly with postmortem interval and this was confirmed by a controlled study of postmortem degradation in rat tissue. The possibility that the relative hypoxia and ischaemia in patients immediately before death could influence RNA degradation is discussed. The variable extent of RNA degradation means that great care must be taken to ensure the validity of RNA analyses undertaken in human postmortem brain, particularly when techniques are employed (such as in situ hybridisation) that themselves give no indication of RNA integrity.